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Strategic Development
In 2015, CSSC’s focus continued to 
be led by the 2013-15 Strategic Plan, 
which was successfully completed 
in October. Details of progress made 
on each strategic task are contained 
later in the Annual Report but the 
highlights of the year included 
developing a Partnership Framework 
for CSSC and its affiliated bodies 
which sets out how we should interact 
and be accountable to each other; 
undertaking reviews of Finance, Sales 
and Marketing and HR which resulted 
in CSSC creating two new strategic 
roles – those of Chief Financial Officer 
and Director of HR; rolling out the 
‘Quality Street’ initiative – a self-
evaluation toolkit for our affiliated 
bodies; and continuing to invest in 
the three key areas of membership 
recruitment, volunteer support and 

development, and IT to help build 
sustainability and resilience.

Following completion of the plan in 
October, work immediately began 
on the new Strategic Plan which will 
take us through to 2018. This was 
created with substantial input from 
our volunteers at Annual Conference 
and includes around twelve strategic 
tasks which were put forward by those 
who attended the Strategic Planning 
sessions.

Membership
CSSC’s total membership grew during 
the year from 116,180 at the end of 
2014 to 119,245 at the end of 2015. 

Recruitment within the Civil Service 
increased by just over 6% in 
comparison with prior year, whilst 
within the Public Sector (non-Civil 
Service), it increased by 120%. This 
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MISSION 
STATEMENT

To promote fulfilling 
lifestyles by

providing sport and  
leisure opportunities

-
Everything we do  
will enhance our  

members’ experience
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key target market has shown a positive return on our 
investment in our advertising and recruitment campaigns, 
with non-Civil Service employers seeing themselves akin to 
our traditional Civil Service membership.

Our attendance at industry events such as the Local 
Government Authority Conference, the Association for 
Public Sector Excellence and Civil Service Live have proved 
to be very worthwhile in raising our profile and recruiting 
new members.

Our target in the current Strategic Plan is to reach a total 
membership of 126,500 members by the end of 2018. 
However, there are some risks on the horizon such as the 
recent announcement that 137 local HMRC offices will 
close over the next five years or so. 

Members’ Benefits
Whilst we continue to provide a varied and exciting 
programme of benefits at a local, regional and national 
level, more needs to be done to add to and refresh our 
product offering. A new National Member Benefits 
Manager role was created which has oversight of the 
complete member benefits package and a particular focus 

will 
be on 
introducing 
new benefits in 
2016. 

To ensure our 
members get the 
best possible discounts, 
we have engaged a new 
member discount benefits 
provider. Specifically branded 
for CSSC, My Savings+ was 
successfully launched in January 
2016. Early indications are that the 
uptake by our members has been 
positive.

Provision of sport and physical activity remains 
an important part of our offering. Following the 
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research conducted in 2014, we 
developed a plan to improve 

our programme both in 
terms of range of offering 
and levels of participation. 

Additional funding in 2015 
meant that we were able to 

begin to deliver against this plan; 
notable successes have been the 

Physical Activity Fund and the 
development of a successful 
model of sports offerings 

for local authorities and 
government offices. The popular 

national Taster Day Programme 
continued to expand during 2015 

with an increasingly varied range of 
opportunities being made available for our 

members. Similarly, the number and variety of 
benefits available via CSSC’s bespoke Online 

Shop continued to grow in 2015.

Volunteers
Volunteers continue to play a key role in the 
delivery and development of the majority of our 
members’ benefits programme. Regionally and 
locally volunteers deliver the vast majority of 
members’ benefits and provide a varied range 
of leisure opportunities – from sporting and 
theatre tickets to trips and local events.  
An excellent insight into the benefit 
requirements of our volunteers was achieved 
at the regional conferences and this has helped 
shape the member benefits package for 2016. 

CSSC’s volunteers are invariably the first point 
of contact with new and existing members. As 
such, it is very important that our volunteers 
are supported, trained to a high standard and 
are well informed; considerable work has been 
undertaken in this area to ensure that our 
volunteer communications are more engaging 
and informative.

It is critical that we continue to develop the 
support we give to our volunteers and more 
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detail about some of the work 
undertaken in this important area can 
be found later in this report. 

Feedback from our members and our 
volunteers demonstrate that CSSC is 
making steady progress on a number 
of fronts and that both our strategic 
and operational activities are helping 
to deliver results. We must continue 
to invest in and support activities 
which drive recruitment and retention 
wherever we can and deliver even 
greater value for money for our 
members.

We are sad to report that our 
Chairman, Sir Robert Devereux KCB,  
is retiring from the CSSC Board  
at the 2016 AGM.

Robert re-joined the Department for 
Work and Pensions as Permanent 
Secretary in 2011, having previously 

spent four years with the Department 
for Social Security, and two years 
with DWP when it was first created 
in 2001. His Civil Service career 
began in the Overseas Development 
Administration, and he has worked in 
HM Treasury and, from 2003, in the 
Department for Transport, where he 
was Permanent Secretary for 3 years.

CSSC has benefitted from Robert’s 
decisive leadership since 2012. 
Under his Chairmanship, CSSC has 
developed a stronger capability in risk 
management, strategic finance and 
governance. We are delighted that 
he was recognised in the 2016 New 
Year’s Honours with a KCB. 

Chief Executive’s Overview

Simon Lee
Chief Executive
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Introducing the Board and Committees

CSSC Board

• Strategic responsibility for 
the formulation of policy and 
oversight of CSSC’s conduct 
and business. 

• Day to day management 
and operations are the 
responsibility of the Chief 
Executive and his team.

• Meets 3 times a year; 
business includes formulating 
and overseeing the 
delivery of the Strategic 
Plan, management of 
risk, governance, terms of 
membership, approval of 
the annual accounts and 
operational plan.

• Consists of 12 elected 
Board members and the 
Officers (ie the Chairman, 
the Honorary Treasurer and 
three Vice Chairmen). They 
are all members of either the 
Resources Committee or the 
Sports & Leisure Committee. 
Board members’ term of 
office is 4 years and they 
can offer themselves for one 
further 4-year term. 

• The Chief Executive is also a 
member of the Board.

Chairman 
Sir Robert Devereux  
KCB

Vice Chairmen 
John Whittaker CBE
Caroline Rolfe

Hon Treasurer 
Brian Glicksman CB

Chief Executive 
Simon Lee

Elected Members 
Janis Cammell
John Fairs
Liane Farrer
Stuart Fraser
Audrey Haskell
Annie Jackson
Mark Jeffreys
Rob Stephens
Paul Stubbs
Tony Tate
Bob Trainer
Stan Wilde

Hon Legal Adviser 
Marilynne Morgan CB

Resources Committee

Chairman 
John Whittaker CBE

Hon Treasurer 
Brian Glicksman CB

Elected Members 
Janis Cammell
Stuart Fraser
Paul Stubbs
Rob Stephens
Bob Trainer
Stan Wilde

• Oversees CSSC’s income, 
preparation of budgets and 
monitors compliance. 

• Oversees finances of CSSC’s 
constituent bodies, proposes 
affiliate grant and member 
subscription rates and 
approves the acquisition and 
disposal of property.

Sports & Leisure Committee

Chairman 
Caroline Rolfe

Vice Chairman 
Vacant

Elected Members 
John Fairs
Liane Farrer
Audrey Haskell
Annie Jackson
Mark Jeffreys
Tony Tate

• Sets policy for sport and 
leisure activities to ensure the 
provision of high standard 
competitive and recreational 
events. 

• Oversees national sports and 
leisure activities organised 
or facilitated by CSSC, 
including event management, 
marketing, sports and 
volunteer development.

Volunteer Committee
Chairman 
Vacant

Elected Members 
Mark Jeffreys
Tony Tate

Non-elected 
Member 
Pete James 

• Develops, oversees and 
monitors guidance for 
volunteers and structures 
within CSSC to support and 
encourage them. 

• Develops schemes and 
mechanisms to value, 
recognize and reward 
volunteers for the 
contribution they make to 
CSSC. 

Investment Committee

Elected Member 
Paul Stubbs

• Oversees CSSC’s investments.

Chairman 
Brian Glicksman CB

Audit Committee
External Member 
Vacant 

Elected Member 
Rob Stephens

Chair CSSCP 
Richard Wallace

Chair SLG 
Richard Simpson

• Oversees the processes for 
audit, accounts and internal 
control of all companies in the 
CSSC Group.

Chairman 
Brian Glicksman CB



Discipline & Complaints Committee
Chairman 
Richard Wallace

Elected Members 
Tony Tate
Paul Stubbs

• Reviews complaints and 
grievances and determines 
their outcome. 

Appointments Committee
Chairman 
Marilynne Morgan CB

Members 
John Whittaker CBE 
Stuart Fraser

Simon Lee

External Members 
Mike Bailey 
David Brooker

• Recommends the 
appointment of Officers.

• Oversees the Board elections.

Current Working Groups
Strategic Plan  
Oversight Group 
John Whittaker CBE 
Rob Stephens 
Liane Farrer

Equality  
& Diversity 
Audrey Haskell

Centenary
Audrey Haskell 
Annie Jackson
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Sports & Leisure 
Committee (L-R):

Resources  
Committee (L-R): 

Audrey Haskell, John Fairs, Caroline Rolfe, Mark Jeffreys,  
Annie Jackson, Liane Farrer, Tony Tate

Brian Glicksman, Janis Cammell, Bob Trainer, John Whittaker,  
Rob Stephens, Paul Stubbs, Stuart Fraser



Membership Recruitment
The total number of new members 
recruited in 2015 grew by 23.6%, 
compared to prior year, building on 
2014’s 19% increase. The additional 
resource in the North West and 
London helped the Sales Team 
increase the number of new members 
recruited by 47%. This increased the 
team’s contribution to CSSC’s total 
new members from 36% in 2014 to 
43% in 2015. With the continued 
investment in CSSC’s membership 
offering and in the Sales Team 
resource within the South and South 
East, membership is expected to 
grow further and reach the target of 
121,000 members by the end of 2016.

Public Sector
Successful marketing and targeted 
development within the Public Sector 

and non-Civil Service contributed 
significantly to the success of new 
member recruitment in 2015.  
A focused publicity campaign 
within local councils together with a 
dedicated resource to establish high-
level relations have resulted in Public 
Sector membership increasing by 
120%. Non-Civil Service recruitment, 
mainly within the Probation Service 
and NDPB’s, has increased by 72%.

Member Incentives
The Member get Member campaign 
continues to deliver positive results 
with timely campaigns reminding 
members of this opportunity. By the 
end of 2015, 5,205 new members 
were recruited via MGM, of which 
1,394 were linked members. This 
equated to just over 30% of members 
recruited in 2015. We are grateful to 

our members who, over the years, 
have continued to support the growth 
of CSSC’s membership.

Membership Retention
Office Champions are a valuable 
resource to CSSC as they help to 
promote membership to both existing 
and potential members in a targeted 
way. A drive to increase the number 
of office champions was conducted in 
2015. We have been working closely 
with these volunteers to ensure they 
have the right level of support and 
resources.

We have also focused our attention on 
trying to gain a better understanding 
of the membership lifecycle – 
especially those nearing retirement. 
Analysis has been conducted 
throughout the year to try to establish 
the stages at which members are 
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leaving and whether there are any trends. Subsequent work has 
included trying to improve retention rates around renewal cycles and 
creating a suite of communications to encourage engagement in the 
first year of membership.

At the end of 2015, we began to telephone members at the point of 
cancellation to encourage them to remain a member. We continue to 
be committed to improving member retention rates and to receiving 
first hand feedback about why members are leaving and what we 
can do to keep them.

Understanding Members’ Needs
Our third member survey was conducted in April 2015 and the 
results were shared with our staff, the Board and our Regional 
Officers. Response rates were low compared to previous surveys with 
4,709 members taking part, equating to 6.8% of the membership. 
In order to avoid survey fatigue, we will not be conducting an all 
member survey in 2016 but will instead focus on our new and 
cancelling members to better understand their experience of 
membership.

Communication
Our member communications strategy aims to deliver integrated, 
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Membership

coordinated and targeted 
communications across our various 
channels. 

Our members’ preferred 
communication channel remains 
via email, followed by the 
website. We continue to focus 
on increasing the number of 
email and home addresses we 
hold and over the past year this 
has increased by 6%. A targeted 
and structured approach to our 
electronic communications has 
resulted in continued positive 
“open” rates.

Around 75% of our members 
receive Leisure Scene electronically 
twice a year. The new digital 
format, introduced in 2015, 
has proven effective as 66% of 
respondents in our member survey 
indicate that they read half or 

more of the publication. They 
further state that they find the 
magazine effective in updating 
them on the latest member news, 
benefits and activities.

Traffic to the website has increased 
with an average of 43,000 unique 
visitors per month this year 
compared to 38,300 in 2014. 
48.3% of respondents in the 2015 
member survey indicated they visit 
the website at least once a month, 
which is up by 4.3% from 2014.

Social media is proving to be an 
increasingly popular channel 
of communication with 
our members. CSSC’s 
Facebook following grew 
by 20% in 2015 to 4,165 
and our Twitter following 
by 29% to 1,556. We have 
continued to encourage Regions 

and Area Associations to engage 
locally through this channel of 
communication and uptake 
has been outstanding with 
40% now maintaining 
either their own 
Facebook and/
or Twitter 
accounts.
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New benefits
A number of new member 
benefits were introduced during 
2015 including Sytner Affinity 
Partnership car purchase 
scheme, a 25% discount for all 
new Historic Houses Association 
friends and 2 for 1 entry into 
CADW sites. Following feedback 
from members, we negotiated 
an upgrade with English 
Heritage and their offer now 
includes free or discounted 
entry on event days. This has 
been of enormous value to 
our members with CSSC visitor 
numbers doubling during the 
October 2015 half term school 
holidays. 

My Savings+
Following an extensive 

tendering process a decision 
was made to move from 
Countdown to My Savings+ 
which is delivered through the 
benefits specialists Parliament 
Hill Ltd and People Value 
Ltd. As member discounts 
benefits specialists, they 
offer an excellent range of 
enhanced benefits including 
the latest technology to drive 
the platform, a health and 
wellbeing section including 
discounts to 2,500 gyms, 
community features and 
competitions. 

Online Shop
The Online Shop had a 
record breaking year in 2015 
generating income in excess of 
£1.1m. This was a 20% increase 



in like for like sales compared to the 
previous 12 months and demonstrates 
the popularity of the Online Shop. 
Several blockbuster films in 2015, 
coupled with adding new benefits and a 
targeted marketing campaign, helped to 
drive this increase in business. The shop 
is now used by 13% of our members and 
the aim is to increase this to 15% by the 
end of 2016.

Developing Physical Activity 
Over the last 12 months extensive 
research has been undertaken with three 
research reports being conducted on 
the National Events Programme, Area 
Associations and External Trends outside 
of CSSC. 

Research from the National Events 
Programme revealed that CSSC provides 
a varied national competitive events 
programme with approximately 3,037 

participants, with an average member 
age of 46, taking part over the year. Age 
plays an important factor in which type 
of sport our members participate in. 
Those in the 20-39 bracket favour taking 
part in team sports, whilst those who are 
40+ tend to take part in more individual 
sports. The research also revealed a 24% 
female to 76% male split across mixed 
events.

The purpose of the Area Associations 
research was to gain a better 
understanding of what activities AAs 
organise, how they are organised, 
understand the barriers AAs may face 
and how they would like to see physical 
activity develop in the future. 82% of 
AAs completed the survey and the results 
revealed that the level of physical activity 
opportunities for members is patchy. 
The most popular opportunities for 
members currently come in the form of 
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rebate schemes and discounted gym 
memberships. Area Associations would 
like to see more cycling, running, 
swimming and walking opportunities 
but, to do this, they would like 
assistance from CSSC on new funding 
schemes and help on how to promote 
activities to their membership.

In light of this, CSSC devised a funding 
stream, the Physical Activity Fund, 
for members to trial a new activity 
in their workplace or local area for 
their colleagues, friends and family. 
The fund has been extremely popular 
with members wanting to put on 
health and wellbeing activities in 
their workplace for colleagues. In 
particular over 15 applications for 
funding to support lunchtime exercise 
classes were received. The number of 
applications for the Physical Activity 
Fund is expected to grow considerably 

in 2016 with specific targeted 
marketing drives as well as the 
continued increase in importance of 
health and wellbeing in the workplace. 

Taster Days
CSSC’s Taster Days provide members 
with the opportunity to try many 
new and exciting activities at reduced 
prices. 2015 saw the popularity of 
the initiative grow with 986 members 
taking part in 203 events across the 
country. Over 300 Taster Days have 
already been organised for 2016, 
offering an increasingly broad range 
of opportunities including chocolate 
workshops, alpaca trekking and glass 
blowing.

National Events Programme
CSSC offered an extensive National 
and Regional events programme 
during 2015, with over 350 different 
sporting opportunities. The range of 
sports offered included angling, cricket 
and hockey as well as more specialist 
events such as e-sports and aviation. 
All of our events are aimed to suit all 
standards of ability. 

2015 saw the return of the CSSC 
Games at Loughborough University. 
Over 1,000 competitors took part in 
15 sports who were ably supported by 
our willing volunteers. 2016 promises 
to be another action packed year with 
a full and varied programme of events 
on offer for our members. 
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Volunteers

CSSC’s volunteers are an integral 
and vital part of CSSC and we 
are committed to supporting, 
rewarding and enabling our small 
army of volunteers. They provide 
the majority of benefits for our 
members and we recognise that 
the continued development of the 
various support initiatives for our 
volunteers should remain a top 
priority for CSSC.

During the year work continued 
on a number of initiatives 
including delivering a volunteer 
app; a comprehensive induction 
programme for new volunteers; 
resource planning to deliver 
the Partnership Framework; 
developing volunteer branding 
and completing work on creating 
a new feasibility study for a new 
volunteer database. 2015 also saw 

the completion of a review of our 
national awards resulting in three 
new awards being introduced for 
2016.

It is particularly encouraging that 
the number of CSSC volunteers 
has remained constant for the last 
12 months given the pressures 
on retaining and attracting new 
volunteers. This is testament to 
the improvements we are making 
in our range of volunteer support 
products and initiatives. Our 
volunteers range in age from 19 
to 82 and all have different levels 
of experience and differing needs 
in terms of support and training. 
The support package currently in 
development recognises this and is 
being developed accordingly. 



Understanding what our 
volunteers think of CSSC and 
how we can improve our support 
for them is of paramount 
importance to us and the results 
of the 2015 Volunteer Survey 
showed we were heading in the 
right direction. A healthy 27% 
of our volunteers completed the 
survey, with 82% either very 
satisfied or satisfied with being a 
volunteer with CSSC, an increase 
of 4% on 2014. 

2015 saw the completion of the 
first phase of the Quality Street 
(QS) initiative. This self-evaluation 
toolkit, developed by our own 
volunteers, is helping our affiliate 
bodies - Area Associations (AAs), 
Regions, London Clubs and 
Sport and Recreation Bodies 
(SRBs) - identify and evaluate 

what they are doing well and 
where they perhaps might need 
to provide more resource and 
focus in 2016. Feedback is very 
encouraging with the majority 
of affiliate bodies embracing the 
initiative and the opportunity QS 
provides to discuss priorities for 
the coming year.

Partnership Framework

The Partnership Framework 
(PF) report of 2015, which was 
signed off by CSSC’s Board, 
will help shape the future of 
volunteering within CSSC and 
will begin to be rolled out across 
all AAs, Regions and SRBs during 
2016. This will be done in a 
measured way, involving face to 
face meetings with all of CSSC’s 
key volunteer bodies.

The report outlines how we can 
work more closely and effectively 
with our volunteers within a key 
framework against a backdrop 
of continuous improvement. 
The PF encompasses clear 
mutual expectations set through 
Partnership Agreements, 
consistent and effective ongoing 
support and guidance for 
volunteers, and regular review of 
progress through the successful 
Quality Street initiative. 

The report findings are drawn 
from best practice within the 
volunteer sector and have 
been heavily consulted on 
within CSSC’s own volunteer 
community. The PF will bring 
about a major step change 
in how we interact and are 
accountable to each other.
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Volunteer of the Year Award 2014

CSSC Volunteer  
of the Year 2014
The Turnbull Award 
This award is for the CSSC volunteer 
who has made the greatest individual 
contribution to CSSC in a single year. 

Winner: Jamie Callaghan 

Darlington Area Association

Left to right: Simon Lee, Jamie 
Callaghan, James Street, Paul Stubbs
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Volunteer of the Year Award 2014

CSSC Volunteer  
of the Year 2014
The Turnbull Award 
The five volunteers shortlisted for 
the award were: Jamie Callaghan 
(Darlington Area Association), Clive 
Arnold (East Kent Area Association), 
Donna Edwards (Telford AA and 
Midlands Region), Debbie Jones 
(Exeter Area Association), Mike 
McNamara (Northampton Area 
Association).

Left to right: Paul Stubbs, Clive 
Arnold, Debbie Jones, Jamie 
Callaghan, Donna Edwards, Mike 
McNamara, James Street
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Volunteer Awards Winners 2014

Warren 
Fisher  
Sportsman 
of the Year
Awarded annually 
to the male CSSC 
member with the 
best record of 
achievement in 
CSSC activities.

The winner for 
2014 was Rhys 
Edwards.

Left to right: 
Simon Lee, Rhys 
Edwards, Roy Alder

Centels 
Salver  
Sportswoman 
of the Year
Awarded annually 
to the female CSSC 
member with the 
best record of 
achievement in 
CSSC activities.

The winner for 
2014 was Barbara 
Holmes.

Left to right: 
Simon Lee, Barbara 
Holmes, Roy Alder
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Volunteer Awards Winners 2014

The Duke 
of York 
Trophy
Awarded to the 
Departmental 
Association 
with the best all 
round record in 
national CSSC 
sport.

Winner - GCSLA 

2nd - RCSL 

3rd – HASSRA

The Hayward Trophy
Presented to the Sport and Recreation Body that has 
achieved the most for its activity and membership in 
that year.

The winner for 2014 was Skiing and Snowboarding. 
The award was presented to Gordon Cains.

Left to right: Simon Lee, Gordon Cains, Roy Alder
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Volunteer Awards Winners 2014

Merit Awards
This scheme recognises those CSSC volunteers who have shown highly meritorious service over a sustained period of 
time and have made a significant impact in one or more areas.

Keith Bezant  
(Cardiff Area Association)

Left to right: Andy Shaw, Simon Lee, 
Keith Bezant, Sir Robert Devereux

Jill Goudge (Bridgend and St Athan 
Area Association)

Left to right: Andy Shaw, Simon Lee, 
Jill Gouge, Sir Robert Devereux

David Wilson (Cheltenham Area 
Association and South West Region)

Left to right: Andy Shaw, Simon Lee, 
David Wilson, Sir Robert Devereux 

stitching
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Volunteer Awards Winners 2014

Roy Alder
A special presentation was made to retiring 
Vice Chairman, Roy Alder, in recognition of his 
service and commitment to CSSC. Roy Alder 
served CSSC in numerous volunteer roles over 
many years. He was elected onto the CSSC 
Board (Management Committee) in 2007 as a 
member of the Sports and Leisure Committee 
(SLC). Having deputised for the Chairman of 
that committee he was subsequently elected 
as a Vice Chairman in 2008 and took over 
the role of Chairman 
of the SLC. Roy was 
particularly active within 
the London Management 
Board, serving as their 
Chairman. He was a Life 
Vice President of HASSRA, 
having been Chairman 
from 1993 -1998.

The Russell Scott Trophy
Awarded to the Area Association with the best all round 
record in the year. This highly contested award once again 
attracted a number of strong submissions for 2014 and 
continues to bear testimony to the huge range of top 
quality opportunities and initiatives enjoyed by members 
at a local level. Winners - Yeovil Area Association; Highly 
Commended - Exeter Area Association and Portsmouth 
Area Association.

Yeovil Area left to right: Simon Lee, Mike Haskell, Jean 
Fairbotham, Audrey Haskell, Alex Carr, John Whittaker

stitching
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Strategic Plan 2013-2015

Priority 1: Recruitment
Strategic and operational activity bore 
fruit for CSSC in 2015. New member 
sales showed strong growth again 
in 2015 building on the success of 
2014. At the end of December 2015 
CSSC had recruited 3,286 more new 
members than in 2014 (17,188 vs 
13,902, up 23.6%). This growth 
followed a 19% increase in total new 
membership sales in 2014 vs 2013.

Recruitment of new sales staff 
and sales support staff justified its 
investment, with the sales team’s new 
member sales increasing by 46.71% in 
2015. 

In terms of total membership, we 
continued to see growth and at the 
end of December we were ahead of 
last year with 119,245 members  
(2014 year end: 116,180).

Priority 2: Membership 
Retention
The net position on new members 
and leavers was a positive variance of 
3,061 members in 2015 compared to 
an increase of 191 in 2014.

Priority 3: Market Research
During the year we undertook our 
third member survey and our third 
Volunteer Survey. It was pleasing to 
note that 90% of those volunteers 
who responded agreed that they 
enjoyed their volunteering role, whilst 
78% thought CSSC was a good 
organisation to volunteer for. The 
results, as a whole, were encouraging 
and provided assurance that CSSC was 
heading in the right direction.

Priority 4: Programme Review
A thorough review of the benefits 
provided to our members via 
Countdown was undertaken and 
the results were compared against a 
number of other industry providers. 
As reported previously, the outcome 
was that we are now working with 
Parliament Hill, under the CSSC brand 
My Savings+, to provide our members 
with a broader range of member 
benefits.

For the first time, we have recruited a 
dedicated National Benefits & Strategic 
Partnerships Manager whose aim is to 
support recruitment and retention and 
fill the gaps in our benefits package 
as well as help roll out good practice 
throughout CSSC. 

We committed additional funding in 
2015 to improve the breadth of our 
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sport and leisure activity opportunities and to 
increase participation. The Taster Day Programme 
grew extensively, with nearly 1,000 members 
taking part in the different activities and 
experiences. The new Physical Activity Fund has 
proved very successful with 13 weekly classes 
providing 156 opportunities for members. In 
partnership with the Department for Culture 
Media and Sport, we successfully launched a 
model of sport offerings which will be rolled out 
to other interested local council and government 
offices.

Development of CSSC’s Online Shop continued 
apace during 2015 not only in terms of the 
number and range of benefits offered but also in 
reaching an all-time record of delivering income 
in excess of £1million.

Priority 5: Volunteer Experience
We continue to place enormous importance and 
reliance on our volunteers and our stated aim is 
to develop CSSC into an exemplar volunteer 

organisation which is at the cutting edge of 
volunteer support. The breadth and quality 
of the initiatives delivered or in development 
include the development of a volunteer 
app; volunteer branding; a comprehensive 
induction programme for new volunteers; 
and commitment of resources to deliver the 
Partnership Framework. Additionally, the 
introduction of a comprehensive health and 
safety process for the national and regional 
events programme was a significant step 
forward for CSSC.

Priority 6: Health and Wellbeing
We are continually assessing our members’ 
benefits and for that reason we included, in our 
2015 member survey, questions around how 
we might expand the CSSC offering in the area 
of health and wellbeing services in the near 
future. Advice on diet, alternative healthcare 
and discounted gym membership were the most 
highly sought after benefits.
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Priority 7: New Technology
During 2015, CSSC continued to 
invest in the digitalisation project, 
as well as ensuring that our data 
processes were secure with the 
assistance of expert advice and 
support on data and cyber security.

The IT infrastructure implemented in 
2014 provided a robust base from 
which to further develop our IT in 
2015. A new backup service was 
introduced and the old email system 
that had been in place for over ten 
years was replaced with a new, more 
modern, flexible system that will allow 
for the introduction of a volunteer 
email system during 2016.

Security remains a top priority and an 
IT Security Policy has been produced 
and a guide for volunteers on data 
security will be launched in 2016.

Priority 8: Governance & 
Accountability
Work completed during the year 
included modest Rule and Regulations 
amendments which were made for 
administrative purposes and a further 
review of the Board elections. This has 
resulted in the introduction, for 2016, 
of voting both in advance and at 
annual conference.

A Risk Review Group was set up to 
regularly monitor CSSC’s risk policies 
and exposure to risk. An upskilling 
workshop took place in February 2016 
and a review of MI around retention is 
planned.

The Statement on Internal Control 
and the Strategic Risk Register were 
reviewed by the Audit Committee. 

Priority 9 & 10: Affiliate 
Group Structures and 
Relationships
The Partnership Framework report 
was completed in 2015 and its 
findings were fully endorsed by the 
Board following consultation with 
a cross-section of CSSC’s volunteer 
community. 

The Framework will help shape 
the future of volunteering within 
CSSC and we are committed to 
implementing the first phase of 
recommendations in 2016. 
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Public Sector Engagement
Due to the valuable 

contacts made 
and opportunities 
resulting from 
attending the Local 

Government Association 
(LGA) Conference and 

Exhibition in 2014 we returned 
in 2015. As the biggest event in 
the local government calendar, 

this once again proved 
successful with council 

representatives including 
chief executives, senior 
officers and policy 

makers visiting our stand. 
Attendance at the LGA Conference 
and the Association for Public 
Sector Excellence Awards, together 

with focused publicity campaigns, 
have contributed to the success 

of new member recruitment in the public sector. By 
the end of 2015 we had recruited members in over 
40 local borough and city councils with significant 
breakthroughs in Plymouth, Dover, Telford and 
Wrekin, St Helen’s, East Devon & London Borough 
Councils. 

Department of Culture Media and Sport 
(DCMS) and CSSC
In the summer of 2015, DCMS and CSSC teamed 
up to produce a highly successful, bespoke, 
workplace activity programme for DCMS staff. 
CSSC devised a physical activity survey which 
enabled DCMS to find out what their staff would 
like to see on offer. CSSC analysed the results 
and developed a programme of activities such 
as lunchtime exercise classes, lunchtime guided 
walks, taster days including white water rafting, 
archery and climbing as well as show card discounts 
for local sports retailers. The initiative gave CSSC 
exposure within DCMS’s internal communications 
resulting in CSSC’s membership in DCMS 
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increasing by 16%. This is the first time that CSSC has trialled such a 
workplace model and further trials will be taking place in 2016, with 
interest so far coming from local council offices, the Cabinet Office, 

Ethos and others.

Government - Sports Strategy
DCMS and CSSC are continuing their partnership into 

2016 to achieve one of the recommendations of 
the Government’s most recent sports strategy, 
Sporting Future: A New Strategy for an Active 

Nation, which was published in December 
2015. 

This cross government strategy 
will tackle head on the  

flat-lining levels of sport 
participation and high 

levels of inactivity 
in the UK. The 

government 
has

26
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pledged to lead by example and encourage the Civil Service workforce 
to increase their physical activity levels by signing up to a dedicated 
Workplace Challenge operated by the County Sport Partnership 
Network (CSPN). The initiative includes training, in partnership 
with the British Heart Foundation, and a central Civil Service 
wellbeing service to promote a range of initiatives to 
encourage civil servants to be active both during and 
outside the working day.

CSSC is currently working with CSPN, DCMS 
and the Civil Service Employee Policy (CSEP) 
to ensure that this recommendation 
is carried out and that plans are 
in place for a Civil Service 
Workplace Challenge. In 
particular to ensure that 
activities are promoted 
on the Workplace 
Challenge 
online 
platform.

Working With Employers and Stakeholders
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Patron, Vice Presidents and Life Vice-Chairmen

Obituary
DENNIS FRAMPTON
It is with great sadness that we 
report the passing of Dennis 
Frampton in December 2015.  
Dennis was Chairman of the 
Customs & Excise Sports Association 
(C&ESA) (London South) from  
1972-1976 and, on moving to 
Bristol, became Chairman of the 
local C&ESA from 1977 to 1981.  
At the same time he became 
involved with the CSSC Bristol 
Area Association later becoming 
its Chairman for some 15 years. 
During that period he was also Vice 
Chairman of the South West Region, 
later becoming the first President of 
the Region. Dennis’s contribution to 
CSSC was recognised in 1995 when 
he was awarded a Merit Award.

Patron
HRH The Duchess of Gloucester GCVO

Vice Presidents
Sir Brian Unwin KCB
Sir Michael Partridge KCB
Lord Butler of Brockwell KG GCB CVO PC
Sir Anthony Battishill GCB
Sir Michael Scholar KCB
Lord Turnbull of Enfield KCB CVO
Sir John Major KG CH
Tony Blair
Rt Hon Gordon Brown MP
Lord O’Donnell of Clapham GCB
Rt Hon David Cameron MP

Life Vice-Chairmen
D J Trevelyan CB
Sir John Herbecq KCB
F P Krinks OBE
A G Constable MBE
P J Chapman MBE
D K Matthews CBE
R A Wallace
John Strachan
Dame Gill Morgan DBE
Peter Fischer
Marian Holmes OBE
Sir Jon Shortidge KCB
Roy Alder CBE
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Board Report and Accounts

BOARD REPORT
The Board present their report and 
the accounts for the year ended 31 
December 2015.

Activities
The Group continues to provide 
sports and leisure opportunities for 
employees of the Civil Service and the 
wider public sector. In addition each 
qualifying member is able to recruit 
up to three family members or friends 
as members. CSSC is the full owner 
of the Sports & Leisure Group Limited 
(SLG) which provides high quality 
leisure and health clubs, under the 
brand name Roko Healthclubs, and 
small sided football centres to the 
general public, under the brand name 
of PlayFootball.

Business review
The profit for the CSSC group 
(including SLG) for the year was 
£1,184k which represents a decrease 
of £765k from the previous year, as 
detailed in the financial statements. 
The decrease in reported profits relates 
primarily to the uplift in the previous 
year resulting from the sale of two 
sites (Plymouth and Newcastle) as well 
as the continued planned investment 
in membership services. Our core 
business of providing sports and leisure 
opportunities for members (CSSC Ltd) 
made an operating deficit of £1,010k 
(2014: operating deficit of £178k).  
The net assets of CSSC Ltd have 
increased during the year by £758k  
to £34,223k.

CSSC income £7,138k (2014: 
£6,956k)
Despite the continued reduction in 
the size of the Civil Service, we are 
pleased to report that our membership 
has grown by 2.5% (2014: 0.2%) and 
total membership income increased by 
1.5% (2014: 0.7%). 

This year also included the sixth year 
of the phased reduction in our annual 
grant from the Cabinet Office, which 
decreased by £160k (2014: £160k 
decrease). 

We are pleased to report that our 
Online Shop activity increased by 
£210k to £999k. The income from our 
Alpha Fitness centres declined by 14% 
to £174k.
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CSSC expenditure £8,148k 
(2014: £7,134k)
Total grants paid out during the 
year increased by £93k to £2,903k 
(2014: £2,810). This increase was 
predominantly due to the introduction 
in 2015 of Taster Days, a Sports 
Development Grant and also the 
provision of the biennial CSSC Games.

The Online Shop costs increased by 
£245k, which is broadly in line with 
the increased online sales. 

CSSC has invested heavily in its online 
offering to members which led to 
additional computer and training costs 
of £161k.

The headquarters of the organisation 
also relocated during the year which 
gave rise to one off, additional costs, 
in the year, of £297k.

Investments
The investment fund at the end 
of 2015 showed a market value 
of £9,143k (2014: £9,349k). The 
Investment Committee meets a 
minimum of twice a year to review 
the portfolio with our investment fund 
managers. The Investment Committee 
began a full review of the investment 
strategy and fund managers during  
the year.

CSSC Properties Limited received 
rental income of £402k in 2015 (2014: 
£402k) and made an operating profit 
of £254k (2014: £2,020k). The 2015 
results include profits from the sale of 
the Telford site whilst 2014 includes 
the profits made on the sale of 
Plymouth and Newcastle sites. 

In 2015 both of the SLG brands, Roko 
Healthclubs and PlayFootball have 
produced excellent results. 

SLG’s strategy over the last few years 
has been to ensure that product and 
service standards are maintained. This 
has meant that as the economy has 
improved the SLG’s brands, which offer 
a high value consumer proposition, 
have been able to compete effectively 
in what are very competitive markets. 

The year saw an increase in overall 
Roko Healthclub membership with a 
good growth in secondary revenues, 
particularly personal training, 
swimming, as well as food and 
beverage. PlayFootball has had  
a good operational year with turnover 
increasing by 3.7% during the year.

Overall, the SLG core business 
turnover, excluding exceptional 
items has risen to £16,326k (2014: 
£15,808k) with gross profit excluding 
exceptional items increasing by 7.7% 
to £5,714k.
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Financial Reporting Standard 
102
A new accounting standard has been 
introduced for UK entities (FRS102). 
This is the first year that CSSC has 
adopted the new accounting standard. 

The transition to FRS102 has led to 
the comparative profit decreasing by 
£181k, from those reported in the 
last year’s annual report. This is due 
to a reduction of £76k in relation to 
the revaluation of CSSC’s investments 
and an additional £105k deferred tax 
charge.

The transition to FRS102 has also led 
to an increase of £387k in the net 
assets from those reported in the 
previous year’s annual report. This is as 
a result of CSSC’s investments being 
uplifted by £1.387m, to their market 
value, as opposed to previously being 

recorded at cost, together with  
an increase in the deferred tax 
provision of £1m.

Disclosure of information to 
the auditors
In the case of each person who was a 
member of the Board at the time this 
report was approved:

• So far as that Board member was 
aware there was no relevant available 
information of which the group’s 
auditors were unaware; and

• That Board member had taken all 
steps that the Board member ought 
to have taken as a Board member 
to make himself or herself aware of 
any relevant audit information and 
to establish that the group’s auditors 
were aware of that information.

Auditors
A resolution to reappoint Kingston 
Smith LLP as auditors will be proposed 
at the next Annual General Meeting.

Approved by the Board and signed 
on behalf of the Board by

Brian Glicksman

CSSC Honorary Treasurer
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Consolidated Comprehensive Income Account  
for the year ended 31 December 2015
  *Restated
 2015 2014
 £000 £000
Income **  7,138   6,956 
Administrative expenses  (8,148)  (7,134)
Operating deficit  (1,010)  (178)

Operating Surplus in subsidiary Companies  1,736   2,891 
Interest payable  (900)  (1,041)
Loss/gain on investments  (160)  149 
Gain on investment  300   554 
Surplus on sale of fixed assets  355   17 

Surplus on ordinary activities before tax  321   2,392 
Tax charge/credit on surplus on ordinary activities  617   (691)

Surplus for the year after taxation  938   1,701 
Remeasurement gain on pension scheme  246   248 

Total Comprehensive income for the year  1,184   1,949 

* The comparatives have been adjusted from those reported in last year’s financial statement 
as a result of a new accounting standard being introduced for UK entities (FRS 102).

** The Income for CSSC detailed above does not include dividends  
from subsidiary companies amounting to £1,334k (2014: £nil)
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Consolidated Balance Sheet  
as at 31 December 2015  *Restated
 2015 2014
Fixed assets
Intangible assets  1,131   1,312
Tangible assets  41,726   42,120
Long term investments  9,143   9,349
  52,000   52,781

Current assets  681   635
Debtors falling due within one year  2,797   2,051
Debtors falling due after one year  36   147
Cash at bank and in hand  9,642   11,641
  13,156   14,474
Creditors: amounts falling due within one year  (6,851)  (7,353)
Net current assets  6,305   7,121
Total assets less current liabilities 58,305   59,902
Creditors: amounts falling due after one year  (19,376)  (21,241)
Provisions for liabilities 
Dilapidations  (380)  (380)
Deferred tax  (1,449)  (2,116)

Pension asset/(liability)  100   (149)
Net assets including pension asset/liability  37,200   36,016 

Capital and reserves
Called up share capital  6   6 
Profit and loss account  37,194   36,010 
  37,200   36,016 

The summarised financial information 
set out above has been derived from 
the full financial statements of the 
Civil Service Sports Council Limited, 
which are independently audited by 
Kingston Smith LLP.

Brian Glicksman

Simon Lee
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